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ABSTRACT
We conduct an audit of pricing algorithms employed by companies
in the Italian car insurance industry, primarily by gathering quotes
through a popular comparison website. While acknowledging the
complexity of the industry, we find evidence of several problematic
practices. We show that birthplace and gender have a direct and
sizeable impact on the prices quoted to drivers, despite national and
international regulations against their use. Birthplace, in particular,
is used quite frequently to the disadvantage of foreign-born drivers
and drivers born in certain Italian cities. In extreme cases, a driver
born in Laos may be charged 1,000€ more than a driver born in
Milan, all else being equal. For a subset of our sample, we collect
quotes directly on a company website, where the direct influence
of gender and birthplace is confirmed. Finally, we find that drivers
with riskier profiles tend to see fewer quotes in the aggregator result
pages, substantiating concerns of differential treatment raised in
the past by Italian insurance regulators.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics→ Gender; Geographic char-
acteristics; Technology audits; • Applied computing → Law.

KEYWORDS
Algorithmic Audit; Algorithmic Fairness; Car Insurance; Fairness
Through Unawareness

1 INTRODUCTION

Car ownership is an important factor for employment and, more
broadly, for participation in the economic, social and political or-
ganization of many societies [31, 36]. This may be especially true
in Italy, second only to Luxembourg for car ownership among EU
states [8]. Auto insurance makes vehicle ownership and usage less
hazardous from an individual financial perspective [15]. It acts as
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a risk-pooling device, covering drivers against liability for bodily
injury and property damage in exchange for a premium. Compa-
nies are developing increasingly complex machine learning-based
models for car insurance pricing [4, 41].

The legal liability connected to driving a vehicle in Italy, and the
car insurance system itself, are known as theMotor Vehicle Liability
system (Responsabilità Civile Autoveicoli - RCA). It is mandatory to
purchase RCA coverage before using or keeping a motor vehicle
on Italian public roads. RCA is regulated by the national Institute
for the Supervision of Insurance (Istituto Per la Vigilanza Sulle
Assicurazioni - IVASS), which oversees the industry, protecting
customers and ensuring transparency while also promoting market
stability and the financial viability of businesses.

Over the last decade, the use of sensitive features such as gender
and nationality in the Italian car insurance industry has been regu-
lated. The European Union has adopted legislation which prohibits
the direct use of gender for setting insurance premiums [9, 10].
After finding evidence of discrimination in pricing on the basis
of nationality, IVASS and the National Anti-Racial Discrimination
Office (Ufficio Nazionale Antidiscriminazioni Razziali - UNAR) is-
sued soft regulation that encourages companies to avoid using
nationality-related factors, such as birthplace and citizenship, as
inputs to risk models [24, 38].

Concurrently, comparison websites (also called aggregators)
have become a primary point of access to RCA subscription, claim-
ing half of the total gross written premiums in the Italian vehicle
insurance market in 2017 [25]. Due to their growing importance,
comparison websites have come under increased scrutiny and reg-
ulation. In a past investigation on RCA aggregators [23], IVASS
found anecdotal evidence of output variability in connection with
risk profile: result pages from comparison websites seemed to dis-
play fewer quotes to driver profiles associated with higher risk.
While the evidence, based on a limited sample of 7 driver profiles,
was not conclusive, this was highlighted as a potential problem of
differential treatment, providing uneven opportunities to different
driver segments.
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To the best of our knowledge, no study to date has analyzed
the direct influence of gender on car insurance pricing in Italy,
despite the laws and regulations that limit its use. Additionally,
we are unaware of any study that has examined the influence of
nationality-related features on pricing since regulations were issued
by IVASS and UNAR. Finally, we are unaware of a systematic study
of output variability in RCA comparison websites.
Research questions. In this paper we exploit nearly 20,000 quotes
gathered on a popular comparison website to audit output variabil-
ity in the aggregator’s result pages, along with the RCA pricing
practices of nine companies, representing a significant share of the
market. More specifically, we ask:
RQ1: What are the factors that play a major role in setting RCA

premiums?
RQ2: Do gender and birthplace directly influence quoted premi-

ums?
RQ3: Do riskier driver profiles see fewer quotes on comparison

websites?
We gather our data under a full factorial design, in which we vary

some characteristics of the “applicant”, while holding the remaining
characteristics fixed. Additionally, we collect data directly from a
single RCA company’s website in order to verify whether the key
trends detected on the aggregator occur at the company level.
Contributions and outline. We discuss the relevant background
and normative fairness framework in Section 2. Section 3 describes
the Design of the experiment and the resulting dataset. In Section 4
we address RQ1, finding that age, residence, claim history and in-
sured vehicle type all have a substantial influence on premiums. In
section 5, we addressRQ2, showing that both gender and birthplace
have a direct impact on quoted RCA prices. Birthplace is especially
problematic from a fairness perspective, as we find a consistent
financial disadvantage for foreign-born drivers and for drivers born
in certain Italian cities. In Section 6, we address RQ3. We find that
the variability in the number of quotes displayed by the aggrega-
tor seems aligned with a deliberate choice: profiles perceived as
risky tend to see fewer quotes, raising concerns of transparency
and unequal opportunity. In Section 7 we verify that the pricing
trends measured on the aggregator are confirmed on a company’s
website. Section 8 summarizes our conclusions while outlining the
limitations of this paper and directions for future work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Protected attributes and fairness criteria
We focus on gender and birthplace as sensitive features both (1)
because there exists legislation regulating their use for insurance
pricing in Italy, and (2) because RCA websites require users to input
these features before generating quotes. Other features that are
commonly invoked in studies of fairness and discrimination are
either not collected by insurance websites (e.g. race and ethnicity)
or are currently permitted under the law as inputs to risk models
(e.g. age).

Gender is often conflated with sex in European legislation on
insurance [9, 10, 12]. The forms in the websites we crawled prompt
“The driver is”, providing the options “female” and “male”. We refer
to this feature as gender throughout the manuscript and follow the
binary framing common in the industry and current legislation.

The principle of gender equality is enshrined by Articles 21 and
23 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
[11, 12]. Gender equality has been explicitly operationalized in
the context of insurance, with Article 5(1) of Council Directive
2004/113/EC [7], stating that no difference in individuals’ premi-
ums can result from the use of gender as an explicit factor, and fully
confirmed in a 2011 judgement by the European Court of Justice
[10]. Official guidelines on the application of the ruling [9] explicitly
mention motor insurance, clarifying that indirect discrimination re-
mains possible where justifiable: “For example, price differentiation
based on the size of a car engine in the field of motor insurance
should remain possible, even if statistically men drive cars with
more powerful engines”. Moreover, information about gender may
still be collected, stored and used, e.g. to monitor portfolio mix or
for the purposes of reinsurance.

Nationality-related features were freely used as inputs to actuar-
ial models in the Italian industry until 2010, when a Tunisian citizen
residing in Italy since 1992 sued his car insurance company after
being quoted a 30% surcharge due to his citizenship. The lawsuit
was later extended to other companies found to engage in similar
practices. Following extensive press coverage and further evidence
brought forth by non-Italian citizens, the matter came to the atten-
tion of UNAR, who opened an investigation in concert with IVASS
and the National Association of Insurance Companies (Associazione
Nazionale fra le Imprese Assicuratrici). IVASS reported that 25% of
companies in their sample took nationality into account as a risk
factor. UNAR contacted companies found to charge foreign-born
drivers more than Italian-born drivers; one company clarified that
birthplace is intended as a proxy for the country where drivers ob-
tain their license, and that learning to drive under different traffic
rules and road signs represents an important risk factor. Based on
these circumstances, in light of extensive analysis of national and
European anti-discrimination law, UNAR issued a general recom-
mendation to the industry, requesting that companies charge the
same premiums to Italian and non-Italian citizens, all else being
equal [38].

Shortly thereafter, two companies under lawsuit issued a press
release, stressing the absence of discriminatory intentions in their
practices and committing to removing citizenship from the parame-
ters explicitly used in their risk models [2]. The lawsuit was thereby
settled and dropped. Finally, in 2014, IVASS issued soft regulation,
recalling and echoing the recommendation from UNAR, with word-
ing explicitly focused on birthplace [24]. IVASS invited all insurance
companies operating in Italy to “reconsider this criterion and put
in place any activity deemed necessary in order for car insurance
quotes and contracts not to take country of birth into account”.
This regulation clarifies unambiguously that birthplace – not only
citizenship – is a sensitive factor, and that its direct utilization in
actuarial models is considered discriminatory by IVASS. Hence-
forth, we refer to a single nationality-related variable, i.e. birthplace,
given that this is the information currently queried by websites, and
distinguish it from citizenship where relevant for the discussion.

In sum, the regulatory framework against discrimination in car
insurance described above, comprising EU legislation on gender
and Italian soft regulation on birthplace, permits the collection of
protected attributes while forbidding their direct utilization, thereby
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aligning with the criterion of Fairness Through Unawareness [16, 27]
defined below.
Definition (Fairness Through Unawareness - FTU). Consider a
function (equivalently, “algorithm”) 𝑓 : S × X ↦→ Y, where S
represents a sensitive feature, X represents additional covariates,
and Y represents an output space. The algorithm satisfies FTU
with respect to 𝑆 so long as 𝑓 (𝑠, 𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑠 ′, 𝑥) for all 𝑠, 𝑠 ′ ∈ S and
𝑥 ∈ X. In other words, the algorithm essentially does not utilize the
sensitive feature. If the sensitive feature does not form part of the
input to the algorithm, then the algorithm trivially satisfies FTU
with respect to that feature.

Given its alignment with current regulation, we adopt FTU as
the relevant criterion for the purposes of our algorithmic audit,
while recognizing that other notions of fairness may be salient in
different contexts.

2.2 Comparison websites
Comparison websites act as digital intermediaries between cus-
tomers and insurance providers, typically charging the latter a
commission while providing a free service to the former [23, 25].
Their penetration in the European car insurance market has in-
creased dramatically over the last decade. Focusing on the Italian
market, in 2017 aggregators reached a 48% share of the total motor
gross written premiums [25]. Beyond their importance for direct
sales as insurance brokers, comparison websites provide a useful
information service for drivers, who can efficiently compare differ-
ent car insurance options from a single point of access and benefit
from increased market transparency.

In a 2014 investigation on comparison websites, IVASS high-
lighted a few critical aspects [23]. They tested 7 different driver
profiles on 6 competing comparison websites, finding anecdotal
evidence of output variability: result pages seemed to display fewer
quotes to driver profiles associated with higher risk. This was
stressed by IVASS as a potential problem of differential treatment,
providing uneven opportunities to different driver segments. Re-
sponding to concerns outlined in the report, some comparison
websites provided a technical explanation connected to timeouts.
The IVASS report concluded that it was impossible to ascertain
whether indeed the variability in the number of quotes was due to
technical reasons or strategic choices.

It is worth noting that Italian law imposes a dual duty to contract,
which applies to both drivers and insurers. According to Article
132 of the Private Insurance Code [21], insurers are obliged to offer
RCA coverage to all drivers, regardless of their risk profile. Article
132-bis, introduced in 2017, recognizes the growing importance of
intermediaries in car insurance, such as brokers and agents, who
are required to inform customers exhaustively and transparently
with respect to premiums offered by all companies with which they
have a broker agreement.

Our reasons for resorting to a comparison website to acquire car
insurance quotes are thus twofold. On one hand, we aim to analyze
the direct impact of gender and birthplace on quoted prices in a
driver-centric fashion, utilizing this prevalent modality of market
access. On the other hand, we are interested in auditing patterns of
unequal treatment for different users anecdotally highlighted by
IVASS.

2.3 Algorithmic audit
An algorithmic audit can be characterized as a study of algorithms,
products and services, aimed at uncovering meaningful relation-
ships between inputs and outputs. As automation becomes increas-
ingly embedded in society, processes designed to reverse engineer
and uncover key aspects of algorithms and automated decision
systems are fundamental. Auditing is a central part of fairness,
accountability and transparency, allowing communities to keep
technology and decision systems in check and ensure that they are
aligned with specific values and requirements.

Among other notable works in this area, researchers have audited
personalization in search engines [17], price discrimination on e-
commerce platforms [18], racial bias in judicial risk assessment
[35], sources of bias in political queries on Twitter [26], gender-
and race-based differences in accuracy of face analysis technology
[3] and radicalization on YouTube [33].

Several other researchers have investigated discrimination in
auto insurance pricing. Harrington and Niehaus [19] used data
from Missouri to examine whether insurance profits were higher
in ZIP codes with a higher percentage of minorities. They found
no evidence of redlining or other racial discrimination. In subse-
quent work, Ong and Stoll [32] arrived at a different conclusion.
They gathered 836 quotes, varying only the ZIP code while hold-
ing all other inputs constant. They found that, after accounting
for risk factors, socioeconomic factors in a neighborhood such as
percentage of poor residents and black residents correlated with
higher premiums. This work is the closest to our study, as it is based
on quotes gathered with full control of the inputs, some of which
are fixed while others are varied according to an experimental de-
sign. Most recently, ProPublica analyzed payouts and premiums
for car insurance in California, Illinois, Texas and Missouri, com-
ing to similar conclusions that redlining practices affect minority
neighbourhoods unfavourably [1, 28].

To the best of our knowledge, no such audit has been conducted
for the Italian market; our aim is to close a transparency gap be-
tween industry practice and current regulation on the equity of
RCA pricing and access.

3 DATA
Our experimental design and data collection procedure are moti-
vated by the three research questions described in the Introduction.
We choose a common strategy to address all three questions: gath-
ering quotes from several companies on a popular RCA comparison
website as we vary the drivers’ profiles across features that are
known a-priori to generate sizeable variations in RCA premiums, as
detailed in technical reports, trade magazines and domain-specific
websites [6, 30].

We tried to balance this principle of sizeable output variability
with one of sample representativeness. For example, when deciding
which vehicles to consider, we restricted our options to the best-
selling cars in the Italian market, thus neglecting pricey luxury
vehicles which are likely associated with the most expensive RCA
quotes, but are also far from a representative choice for the average
Italian driver.
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Table 1: DOE for data collection.

Feature Values tested Brief description

gender F, M driver’s gender
birthplace Milan, Rome, Naples,

Romania, Ghana, Laos
driver’s place of birth

age 18, 25, 32 driver’s age
city Milan, Rome, Naples driver’s residence
car OLED, NSEP insured vehicle type
km_driven 10,000, 30,000 kms driven yearly
class 0, 4, 9, 14, 18, None (-1) claim history summary

3.1 Design of experiment (DOE)
We define a full factorial experiment, based on protected features
(gender and birthplace) and features which are widely recognized as
significant for pricing such as driver age, municipality of residence,
car, yearly mileage and claim history [5, 30, 34]. Table 1 summarizes
our DOE.

We let gender take the two values permitted in the comparison
website: male (M) and female (F). For birthplace, we consider
Romania, an EUmember state with over 1.1 million citizens residing
in Italy, along with Ghana and Laos, two countries in completely
different geographical areas which also differ greatly for the number
of citizens residing in Italy, estimated at 49,543 and 69, respectively
[20].1 It is worth noting that most companies are unlikely to have
more than a few tens of Laos-born drivers available as data points to
infer the “effect” of this factor level. For this reason, pricing policies
connected with this factor level plausibly stem from subjective
(potentially inadvertent) choices rather than statistically significant
inference. Along with these countries, we also consider the 3 largest
Italian cities in northern (Milan), central (Rome) and southern Italy
(Naples).

According to data on recently underwritten RCA contracts [6,
34], most of the age-related premium variability is concentrated in
the youngest age groups. The mean price for the youngest bracket
(18-24) is nearly double the national average; premiums decrease
with age up to the bracket (35-44), where they align with the na-
tional average. For this reason, we focus on a young segment of the
population, aged 18, 25 and 32, who, as is typical of Italians at their
age, have been driving for 0, 7 and 14 years respectively.

For city of residence, we consider (again) Milan, Rome and
Naples. These are the three largest cities in Italy, and they represent
cultural and economic hubs in northern, central, and southern Italy,
respectively. Among the ten most populous Italian cities, residents
of Naples and Milan pay, on average, the highest and the lowest
RCA premiums, respectively [6, 34].

The type of insured car is reported to impact quoted price sig-
nificantly, with age, engine displacement and fuel system cited by
trade magazines as the key factors. Among best selling vehicles
from 2008 to 2020 [39, 40], the most favourable combination for
insurance price is achieved by a 2020 Fiat Panda with a 1.2 litre

1While the quoted source reports the number of people with foreign citizenship
residing in Italy, the forms in websites we utilized query for their birthplace. Given
that Italy has a naturalization rate close to 2% [13], it seems unlikely that the number of
Laos citizens and Laos-born people residing in Italy will differ by orders of magnitude.

petrol engine (new, small engine, petrol - abbreviated as NSEP),
while the least favourable is a 2008 Fiat Bravo fitted with a 2.0 litre
diesel engine (old, large engine, diesel - OLED).

Yearly mileage, or kilometers driven, is often cited as an im-
portant factor, due to increased time on the road and consequent
chance of causing an accident. We let this feature take values 10,000
(a common default setting in aggregators) and 30,000.

Finally, Bonus-Malus System (BMS) class [37] summarizes driver
claim history, which is updated yearly. Classes 1 and 18 are the
best and worst respectively. New drivers start at class 14, but can
alternatively choose to acquire the BMS class of a relative from
the same household when purchasing their first car insurance [22].
Every year, their class improves by 1 if they had no at-fault accidents
and increases by 2 otherwise. We investigate the full range available
for this feature, from class 1 to class 18, including class 4, 9 and
14 as intermediate values. The aggregator distinguishes between
class 1 and “class 1 for one year or more”; we select the latter value
and label it “class 0”. Finally, we also test a profile with no driving
record (class None), which should be equivalent to class 14.

The full factorial design results in 2,592 unique factor level com-
binations (profiles), of which 1/6 are excluded due to inadmissibility:
18-year-olds are not allowed to drive powerful cars (OLED), re-
ducing the size of the experiment to 2,160 profiles. In setting the
(constant) values of the remaining features that are not factors in
our study, we aimed for plausible values that are compatible with
our chosen factor levels. Our subject is employed, single, and has
no children. They are the only driver of the insured vehicle, which
is used for both work and leisure.

3.2 Data collection
We gather our data from a famous comparison website, consistently
present in the top two search engine results for the query “compara-
tore RCA” (RCA comparison website) and meaningful variations
thereof. Insurance groups represented in the search results cover
over 60% of the RCA market. To avoid disrupting the service of
the website, we collect fewer than 200 quotes per day during July
2020, over a period of 17 days. We envision 3 plausible sources of
disturbance in the pricing signal: (1) the evolution of actuarial mod-
els and pricing schemes over time, (2) session duration, with time
spent on the website potentially factored into the pricing scheme,
and (3) A/B testing on behalf of insurance companies, the compari-
son website or both. To compensate for these effects we design a
doubly-nested randomization with a control group, summarized by
Figure 1 and described hereafter.

Protected features, likely to cause small fluctuations which we
aim to measure carefully, are bundled and rotated. While keeping
every other factor constant, we sequentially execute 12 queries,
one for each combination of gender and birthplace, normally over
a single session, occasionally over two. We call this sequence of
12 queries, identical for every factor but gender and birthplace, a
block. This is the inner loop, which is randomized so that each com-
bination of gender and birthplace has an equal chance of occurring
at any of the 12 slots in the block. Two profiles that differ only for
birthplace (gender) make up a birthplace- (gender-) protected pair,
as exemplified in Figure 1. The remaining features are combined
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Figure 1: Schematic for our data collection procedure.
Quotes for profiles that differ only for birthplace or gender
are grouped into 𝐵 blocks of 12 (𝐵 = 180) and collected se-
quentially in random order. A control quote, identical to the
first one, is collected at the end of each block. The blocks are
randomly permuted.

via cartesian product and permuted, thus randomizing the order of
blocks. This is the outer loop, comprising 𝐵 = 180 blocks in total.

The above procedure should disentangle the features of interest,
in particular the protected features, from slow price fluctuations
deriving from the evolution of actuarial models and pricing schemes.
We further control for unaccounted factors, such as A/B testing or
session, by repeating every 12th query. We call these control queries,
each of them gathered at the end of a block, identical to a regular
query gathered at the beginning of the block, with which they
form a control pair. Overall, the data collection procedure requires
the execution of 2,340 queries – one for each of the 2,160 unique
profiles as well as 180 control queries.2 Each query returns between
5 and 12 price quotes, depending on which companies appear in
the search results.

In total, we gather 19,608 yearly quotes from 9 companies (not
including control queries), which are summarized in Table 2. Com-
panies are labeled c1 to c9, with arbitrary numbering. Depending
on product portfolio and agreements with the comparison website,
each company offers up to three different insurance products (la-
beled ‘/a’, ‘/b’ and ‘/c’). Products from the same company differ in
whether they require a tracking device and whether they include
premium services, such as road assistance and coverage of legal
2Due to a design flaw, we only executed control queries for the final 71 blocks.

Table 2: Summary of collected insurance quotes.

Company Num. Quotes Frequency Track

c1/a 1728 80%
c1/b 1728 80% YES
c1/c 1152 53%
c2 1787 83%
c3/a 1477 68%
c3/b 388 18% YES
c3/c 690 32% YES
c4 1628 75%
c5 2148 99%
c6/a 717 33%
c6/b 1428 66%
c6/c 360 17% YES
c7 102 4%
c8 2115 98%
c9 2160 100%

expenses. Only one company (c9) provides a quote for every tested
profile; two more companies (c8 and c4) appear very frequently
(in 98% and 99% of the query results, respectively). The remaining
companies appear 4-83% of the time. This is a first hint of output
variability, analyzed in Section 6.

4 MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS
4.1 Methods
In this section, we address RQ1, analyzing the average impact
each factor has on yearly quoted prices. The comparison website
orders quotes for a given profile from cheapest (at the top) to most
expensive (at the bottom); hence, we refer to an analysis focused
on 𝑘 cheapest quotes as top-k. We perform the following analyses:

• top1: examines the cheapest quote obtained for each profile.
This analysis adopts the perspective of a driver solely driven
by expense minimization.

• top5: average of the five cheapest quotes obtained for each
profile. Average prices correspond to a dual point of view:
(1) a driver who is not necessarily seeking the cheapest prod-
uct; (2) a driver who is “shopping around” on the website,
comparing several insurance options against their current
contract. At least five quotes were returned for each profile.

• all: average of all quotes obtained for each profile.
• c9: quotes provided by the only company which appeared
in result pages for each tested profile, i.e. c9.

For each of the four analyses above, we first reduce all the quotes
on the result page to a single price, either by selecting the relevant
quote (in the top1 and c9 analyses) or by averaging the selected
quotes (in the top5 and all analyses). Thus, each profile corre-
sponds to a single price within each analysis.

4.2 Results
Figure 2 summarizes these analyses (one per row), with each column
representing a different feature. Each panel plots the mean quoted
price in euros for all profiles with a given feature value, represented
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Figure 2: Overview of factor influence on insurance price. Each column represents a different factor, with all its tested levels on
the 𝑥 axis. The 𝑦 axis depicts the influence of each factor, as a mean price for all profiles with a given factor level, in different
analyses: cheapest quote (top1 - row 1), average of 5 cheapest quotes (top5 - row 2), average of all quotes (all - row 3) and
quote by company c9 (row 4), the only company present in every result page. Age, city, car and class are confirmed to strongly
influence average price, while mileage and protected factors appear to be less important in comparison.

on the 𝑦 axis, versus feature values along the 𝑥 axis. For example,
the top left panel reports results of the top1 analysis, depicting
the average of each “female” profile and the average of each “male”
profile.

Notice that results are robust across all analyses (rows) in Figure
2.3 Age, city, car, and class have a strong effect, confirming our DOE
considerations for including them. Mileage (km_driven), on the
other hand, has a weak effect, despite being reported as a powerful
predictor of the number of claims at-fault [14, 29]. We hypothesize
that this is due to the low verifiability of this feature, which is
self-reported and difficult to verify for insurance companies in the
absence of a tracking device fitted on the vehicle.

Among protected features, birthplace seems to be utilized to
differentiate not only between different countries, but also Italian
cities, though the effects are smaller than for the previously men-
tioned factors. Gender, on the other hand, seems to play a negligible
role. The absence of a clear effect for this feature should not be
interpreted as a guarantee that it does not directly influence actu-
arial models. Rather, it means that, if gender-based differences are
present, they do not on average favor men or women. Section 5
provides in-depth analysis on the role of gender and birthplace.

5 DISCRIMINATION ANALYSIS
5.1 Methods
In this section, we focus on the direct influence of protected at-
tributes, i.e. birthplace and gender, on price. While the previous

3An analysis focused on median values, omitted to save space, yields equivalent results.

section considered average prices across feature levels, here we ex-
amine the distribution of price differences 𝛿 for pairs of profiles that
differ only in one protected attribute (e.g. F-M for gender, Ghana-
Milan for birthplace), which we refer to as protected pairs. For FTU
to rigorously hold, the result pages presented to protected pairs of
profiles should be identical. To compensate for the effect of external
factors (such as A/B testing), modest differences are deemed ac-
ceptable so long as they remain comparable to differences between
two identical queries (control pairs). Recall that protected pairs are
always gathered within the same block (Figure 1), so that the effect
of time or browser session on any given protected pair should be
minimal, and smaller than the effect it has on control pairs, which
are gathered by definition at the very beginning and end of a block.

We conduct top1 and top5 analyses, collapsing each set of query
results to a single price as described in Section 4.1. Again, these
analyses adopt the perspective of a driver who is only interested
in the cheapest possible quote (top1) or a driver who is shopping
around and comparing policies (top5). Within each analysis, we
consider the vector containing price differences 𝛿 for all protected
pairs with two given factor levels (e.g. female and male for gender).
We compute its median value𝑚(𝛿) and report the 𝑝-value from a
sign test, which tests the null hypothesis that the median difference
for each pair of profiles is 0, meaning e.g. that we are as likely
to observe a difference in favor of men as a difference in favor of
women. If we reject the null hypothesis, then we are compelled
to conclude that FTU does not hold, though of course failure to
reject the null hypothesis does not guarantee that FTU does hold. In
particular, while the condition𝑚(𝛿) = 0 ensures that no protected
group is systematically at a disadvantage, it provides no guarantee
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about price differences directly determined by a protected attribute
in a pair, and compensated by a difference of opposite sign in
another protected pair. To this end, we also compute the 5th and
95th percentiles (labelled [.05 (𝛿) and [.95 (𝛿), respectively), along
with the percentage of protected pairs for which quote difference
𝛿 is within a tolerance threshold of 5€ (Ties5). We compare these
values against the ones computed for control pairs. To satisfy FTU,
we would expect protected pairs and control pairs to exhibit non-
zero differences with comparable frequency (summarized by Ties5)
and magnitude (summarized by [.05 (𝛿) and [.95 (𝛿)).

5.2 Results
Our numerical analysis is presented in Table 3. Rows 1-5 relate
to birthplace, where Milan acts as a baseline, and positive values
represent a surcharge incurred by drivers born in Rome, Naples,
Romania, Ghana and Laos, respectively. Row 6 shows analogous
results where the protected attribute is gender and positive differ-
ences are unfavourable for female drivers. A final row is added to
summarize the effect of noise by reporting results for control pairs.

Focusing on median difference𝑚(𝛿), we find no systematic gen-
der bias: the median is zero for both top1 and top5 analyses, with
insignificant 𝑝-values, even before correcting for multiple hypothe-
ses testing. However we find some sizeable price differences for
gender-protected pairs, which are centered around zero, thus plac-
ing no gender at a systematic disadvantage. This finding will be
discussed in the next paragraph. Birthplace, on the other hand, is
used predominantly in one direction, to the advantage of drivers
born in Milan. Their top1 and top5 average quote are consistently
lower than that of foreign-born drivers from Laos, Ghana and Roma-
nia, with median top5 differences of 78€, 84€ and 39€, respectively.
Changing birthplace from Milan to Naples also results in signifi-
cantly higher quotes (𝑚(𝛿) equal to 27€ for top1 and 53€ for top5).
Although less sizeable, drivers born in Rome also find a significant
median difference with respect to their Milan-born counterparts
(𝑚(𝛿) equal to 10€ for top1 and 7€ for top5). This is the first result
we are aware of demonstrating that pricing algorithms return dif-
ferent quotes for drivers born in different Italian cities, even when
all remaining factors are held equal. All 𝑝-values associated with
birthplace are significant.

Considering the magnitude of differences directly induced by
protected attributes, we find that the gender- and birthplace-based
differences [.95 (𝛿)-[.05 (𝛿) in the top5 results range from 311€ to
569€, compared with a value of 17€ for control pairs. The frequency
of Ties5 for top5 is below 10% for all birthplace-protected pairs and
below 40% for gender-protected pairs, compared against a value of
89% for control pairs. Similar if somewhat weaker patterns obtain
in the top1 results. We interpret these findings as evidence that
gender and birthplace have a direct and substantial influence in
the result pages of this comparison website. Histograms for these
differences are reported in Appendix A of the auxiliary material.

In sum, the pricing algorithms generating the RCA quotes that
drivers obtain through this popular aggregator violate FTU: when
all else is held constant, both gender and birthplace have sizable
effects on the quoted prices, even though, in the case of gender, the
direction of this effect is not systematic, i.e. the median effect is
0. Given that aggregators have become a primary point of access

to RCA subscription, these results point to potentially nontrivial
violations of existing laws and regulations.

It is not immediately clear to what extent these results arise
from individual companies’ pricing algorithms vs. the behavior
of the aggregator. In this regard, we note that 4 out of 9 of the
companies in the results do not appear to use gender or birthplace
directly for pricing insurance. This suggests (1) that these results
are probably not due to the aggregator alone and (2) that the use of
gender and birthplace does not qualify as a fundamental business
need, which might otherwise partially explain violations of FTU.
While the aggregator may in theory offer different prices than are
offered on companies’ own websites, studies of prevalent business
models for aggregators suggest the contrary [23, 25]. To investi-
gate whether the pricing patterns we find are independent of the
aggregator, in Section 7 we analyze a dataset gathered from a single
insurance company’s website, comparing these quotes against the
ones obtained on the aggregator.

6 OUTPUT VARIABILITY
6.1 Methods
In this section we analyze the effect of each factor included in
our DOE on the frequency 𝑓𝑞 with which insurance companies
appear in quotes for specific profiles. We report the results from
four companies listed in Table 2, for which 𝑓𝑞 displays a clear
dependency on one or more factors. We also aggregate these results
from the perspective of users, detailing how different features affect
the average number of quotes they see.

6.2 Results
Figure 3 contains a summary of our results, where each column
represents a factor, with all its possible values on the 𝑥 axis. Rows
1-4 depict 𝑓𝑞 for c1, c2, c4 and c7 respectively. Interesting patterns
emerge over the 2160 profiles that were tested. Company c1 is never
present in result pages for 18-year-old drivers. Company c2 is absent
from result pages for drivers in the worst BMS class (18). Both these
results are very strong, as c1 and c2 are otherwise present 100% of
the time. Company c4 is always present in result pages for residents
of Rome andMilan, but its frequency of appearance drops to 26% for
Naples. Company c7, appearing in only 4% of result pages, seems
to focus on Italian-born drivers of non-OLED cars with no claim
history.

Row 5 of Figure 3 aggregates these results from the perspective
of users, detailing how different features affect the average number
of quotes they see, reported on the 𝑦 axis. Age plays a major role,
with 18- and 32-year-olds seeing on average 7.1 and 9.8 quotes re-
spectively. Municipality is also important: more quotes are available
for residents of Milan than for residents of Naples. Claim history is
another important factor, with drivers in BMS classes above 9 see-
ing fewer quotes than drivers with more favorable classes. Overall,
these are also factors which have a strong influence on insurance
premiums, as depicted in Figure 2. Profiles perceived as risky see
fewer, more expensive quotes.

Just like price, the number of quotes may be subject to noise,
due e.g. to A/B testing or technical issues. We quantify this effect
by considering control pairs. We notice that 17% of result page
pairs differ by 1 in the number of quotes returned, resulting in an
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Table 3: Summary of discrimination analysis. For protected pairs, we consider the vector of differences (𝛿) in top1 and top5
values. We report the percentage of ties (within a 5€ tolerance threshold - Ties5), the 5th and 95th percentiles ([.05 (𝛿), [.95 (𝛿)),
the median difference𝑚(𝛿), and the 𝑝-value from a sign test whose null is described in Section 5.1. Both birthplace and gender
can have a sizeable direct influence on the quotes that drivers see; the influence of birthplace is more frequent, substantial,
and systematic, with drivers who are not born in Milan suffering financial disadvantages relative to Milan.

top1 top5
Attribute Pairs Ties5 [.05 (𝛿) [.95 (𝛿) 𝑚 (𝛿) 𝑝 Ties5 [.05 (𝛿) [.95 (𝛿) 𝑚 (𝛿) 𝑝

birthplace Rome vs Milan 23% -238 € 207 € 10 € 7.6e−08 5% -202 € 240 € 7 € 3.0e−04
birthplace Naples vs Milan 27% -60 € 274 € 27 € 3.2e−16 6% -50 € 331 € 53 € 7.9e−31
birthplace Romania vs Milan 37% -81 € 253 € 17 € 3.2e−16 9% -86 € 225 € 39 € 6.8e−27
birthplace Ghana vs Milan 30% -90 € 553 € 57 € 7.9e−31 5% -48 € 521 € 84 € 2.6e−61
birthplace Laos vs Milan 30% -46 € 312 € 56 € 7.9e−31 6% -60 € 437 € 78 € 2.0e−58
gender F vs M 78% -48 € 127 € 0 € 5.3e−02 39% -173 € 187 € 0 € 2.1e−01

noise control 93% -33 € 0 € 0 € 2.3e−01 89% -6 € 11 € 0 € 5.0e−01
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Figure 3: Output variability. Influence of each factor on frequency of appearance in result pages for company c1 (row 1), c2
(row 2), c4 (row 3), c7 (row 4) and total number of quotes (row 5). Strong patterns are visible for factors age, city and class.

average absolute difference of 0.17 quotes for identical profiles. We
regard this figure as an estimate of noise affecting the number of
quotes returned by the aggregator in its result pages. As shown in
the bottom row of Figure 3, age, city and class induce systematic
differences, one order of magnitude larger than this threshold.

To illustrate the potential impact of these findings on drivers,
let us consider matching profiles that differ only for age, and let us
pair 18-year-olds with their 32-year-old counterparts. In 26% of the
resulting pairs, the company providing the cheapest quote to the
32-year-old driver is absent from the result page of the matching 18-
year-old. This clearly reduces the opportunities available to some
younger drivers, hiding from them potentially favourable premiums,
which in turn can contribute to an increase in their expenses. This
problem is relevant also for factors that are not associated with

systematic output variability. Focusing on gender, for example, if
we consider gender-protected pairs such that 𝛿top1 > [.95 (𝛿top1),
i.e. the pairs with most extreme top1 differences in favour of men
(top 5 percentiles), we find that the company providing the cheapest
quote to the male profile is absent from the result page of his female
counterpart 84% of the time. In other words, the most extreme
differences in top1 price for gender-protected pairs appear to be
caused by output variability in the aggregator result pages.
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7 AGGREGATOR INFLUENCE ON PREMIUMS
7.1 Methods
Based on reports on aggregators and their typical business model,
we expect their influence on quoted prices to be null or negligi-
ble [23, 25]. In this Section we verify that the key pricing trends
obtained on the comparison website are also present on an in-
dividual company website. Considering a single company and a
single product (c1/a), we repeat our data collection procedure, with
doubly-nested randomization and control (summarized in Figure
1), directly on the company website. We concentrate on a subset
of our dataset, comprising 32-year-old drivers with BMS classes 0
and 4. We choose this subset since (1) c1/a is always present in the
respective aggregator result pages, allowing for a direct compari-
son; and (2) this is the most representative subset in our sample, as
very young drivers and BMS classes above 4 are quite rare among
Italian RCA subscribers [6, 34]. The resulting dataset consists of
288 regular quotes and 24 control quotes, gathered in the second
half of December, 2020.

Concentrating on c1/a, we mimic the analyses from Sections 4
and 5, i.e. an overview of the most important factors and a discrimi-
nation analysis focused on protected pairs. As the dataset collected
from the aggregator predates this one by six months, we do not at-
tempt a rigorous characterization of the comparison website effect
in terms of fees and discounts. Instead, we are mainly interested
in evaluating whether the key trends from Sections 4 and 5 are
confirmed.

7.2 Results
Figure 4 depicts the effect of each factor, as an average price for
profiles sharing a factor level, across each of the remaining factors,
similarly to Figure 2. Overall trends are confirmed for every factor
across all levels.

Table 4 reports summary statistics for protected pairs on both
datasets; corresponding histograms are available in Appendix B
of the auxiliary material. Similarly to Table 3, we consider both
birthplace- and gender-protected pairs in rows 1-6, with a final row
focused on control pairs. In each row, we report the frequency of ties
within a 5€ tolerance threshold (Ties5), along with the median, 5th
and 95th percentiles, labelled𝑚(𝛿), [.05 (𝛿) and [.95 (𝛿) respectively.

Overall we find stable trends across both datasets, as summarized
in Table 4.

• About 80% of gender-protected pairs are tied. Ties are less
frequent between birthplace-protected pairs within the EU
(17%-42%) and very rare when comparing drivers born in
Milan with their counterparts born in Ghana or Laos (0%-8%).

• [.05 (𝛿) is weakly (if at all) negative, showing that the baseline
factor level (Milan for birthplace, male for gender) is rarely
at a disadvantage.

• 𝑚(𝛿) is similar in both datasets, confirming a systematic and
sizeable financial disadvantage for drivers born in Naples,
Ghana and Laos (𝑚(𝛿) > 100€).

• [.95 (𝛿) is always larger than 100€ for birthplace-protected
pairs, reaching a 1,000€ surcharge for Ghana and Laos.

• noise control shows minimal differences for identical queries.

In sum, these results show that the effect of the comparison
website on the prices quoted in its result pages (if any) is modest
in comparison with the effect of pricing algorithms employed by
company c1. As a final remark, it is worth highlighting the strong
financial disadvantage measured for Laos-born drivers despite the
small number of Laos citizens residing in Italy [20] and available to
company c1 to infer the “effect” of this feature in risk models.4

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have conducted an audit of algorithms in the Italian car in-
surance market, gathering quotes from a widely-used comparison
website, to answer the following questions about pricing and access.

RQ1:What are the factors that play amajor role in setting
RCA premiums?
We examined the prices stratified on each feature, averaged across
each of the remaining factors. We found that driver age, city, vehicle
and claim history are important factors for RCA pricing, at least for
the sample we considered. Contrary to our expectation, the levels
we tested formileage led to small average price differences, probably
due to the low verifiability of this feature. Birthplace and gender
also induced smaller average fluctuations, which we analyzed more
in detail in light of their sensitive nature and existing legislation
against their direct use.

RQ2: Do gender and birthplace directly influence quoted
premiums?
Both factors have a direct influence on the quotes offered to users:
we paired driver profiles, so that they only differ for gender or
birthplace, and found that quotes provided to them vary frequently
and substantially. These differences are larger than those present
in control (identical) pairs.

More in detail, we analyzed the distribution of paired differences,
finding that gender-related differences are centered around zero,
confirming the finding for RQ1 that no gender is systematically at
a disadvantage. However, some sizeable differences were measured
in both directions, showing that gender can have a direct non-
negligible influence on quoted price. Birthplace-related differences,
on the other hand, exhibit patterns of systematic discrimination.
Foreign-born drivers and natives of Naples are consistently charged
more expensive premiums when compared against drivers born in
Milan, ceteribus paribus. We interpret these findings as a violation
of Fairness Through Unawareness (FTU), which is the fairness prin-
ciple that (most closely) aligns with European legislation on gender
equality in insurance [9, 10] and Italian soft regulation against
nationality-based discrimination [24, 38]. We repeated our data
collection procedure on a single company’s website, focusing on
the most representative subset of our sample. Comparative anal-
ysis supports the key trends discussed above, confirming that the
influence of the aggregator on quoted prices is moderate, if any.

RQ3: Do riskier driver profiles see fewer quotes on com-
parison websites?
We analyzed the frequency with which insurers appear in result
pages for different profiles, finding that some companies are sys-
tematically absent from result pages for certain driver segments. In

4In this case, we can likely rule out that the feature is being used as a proxy for the
country where drivers learned to drive, since the company website explicitly queries
the year of arrival in Italy, and our input, 2004, predates by 2 years the driver’s license
issue date.
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Figure 4: Consistency of general trends in c1/a pricing across the two datasets. Each panel represents a different factor, with
its levels on the 𝑥 axis. The 𝑦 axis depicts the mean price for all profiles with a given factor level, gathered on the aggregator
(blue) and company website (red). Trends are stable across both datasets, despite having been collected six months apart.

Table 4: Consistency in birthplace- and gender-related trends in c1/a pricing across the two datasets. Differences in price for
protected pairs (𝛿). Rows are consistent with Table 3. Columns report the percentage of ties within a 5€ tolerance threshold
(Ties5), 5th, 95th percentile and median difference ([.05 (𝛿), [.05 (𝛿) and 𝑚(𝛿)), as computed from the dataset gathered on the
aggregator (Aggr.) and directly on the company website six months later (Comp.). Trends are stable across both datasets.

Ties5 [.05 (𝛿) 𝑚 (𝛿) [.95 (𝛿)
Attribute Pairs Comp. Aggr. Comp. Aggr. Comp. Aggr. Comp. Aggr.

birthplace Rome vs Milan 29% 17% -1 € -1 € 16 € 23 € 121 € 197 €
birthplace Naples vs Milan 20% 17% -1 € -1 € 144 € 143 € 294 € 435 €
birthplace Romania vs Milan 42% 38% -6 € -10 € 0 € 6 € 124 € 211 €
birthplace Ghana vs Milan 8% 0% 0 € 92 € 213 € 243 € 1116 € 867 €
birthplace Laos vs Milan 8% 0% 0 € 87 € 213 € 243 € 1116 € 914 €
gender F vs M 80% 76% 0 € -5 € 0 € 0 € 14 € 19 €

noise control 96% 100% 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 €

sum, 18-year-olds, drivers with a bad claim history, and residents
of Naples appear to be the least desirable categories in our dataset:
when they query the comparison website, they end up receiving, on
average, fewer quotes. These results are compatible with anecdotal
findings from IVASS on aggregator output variability, associating
riskier profiles with fewer RCA quotes [23]. The evidence we found
on our medium-size sample represents a confirmation that strategic
choices seem to be in place, providing users of comparison websites
with unequal opportunity and access to products based on their
risk profile.
Limitations and future work. Our analyses hinge on quotes for
2,160 driver profiles, a dataset of limited size and not fully repre-
sentative of the Italian driving population at large. Moreover, we
were only able to examine a subset of the relevant features, which
does not fully characterize the behavior of the pricing algorithm.
While our experiments show a violation of FTU, we did not attempt
to quantify the impact of the discrimination that we uncovered on
Italian society at large. This would be a large and complex endeavor,
and an interesting target for future work.
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A PRICE DIFFERENCES FOR PROTECTED
PAIRS IN COMPARISONWEBSITE

We report histograms for price differences quoted to protected
pairs of profiles in Figure 5. Rows 1-5 depict, along the 𝑥 axis,
the surcharge incurred by drivers born in Rome, Naples, Roma-
nia, Ghana and Laos (respectively) when compared against their
counterparts born in Milan. Row 6 depicts differences in price for
gender-protected pairs. Positive values represent a financial advan-
tage for the baseline (Milan for birthplace, male for gender).

Birthplace clearly plays an important role, with differences strongly
skewed towards positive values, signaling a systematic bias in
favour of drivers born in Milan. Gender is used less frequently
and in a more balanced fashion, but can still determine sizeable
differences for aggregator users.

B CONSISTENCY OF TRENDS BASED ON
PROTECTED ATTRIBUTES ON COMPANY
WEBSITE AND AGGREGATOR

Figure 6 depicts histograms for price differences quoted to protected
pairs of profiles for the insurance product labelled c1/a, reporting
both the price obtained on the aggregator (blue) and the price
obtained on the company website (orange). Rows are consistent
with Figure 5. These results pertain to a subset of the full sample, as
described in Section 7. Despite the fact that the aggregator dataset
predates the company dataset by six months, key trends are stable.
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Figure 5: Birthplace- and gender-based discrimination. His-
togram of paired differences in cheapest quote (col. 1) and
average of 5 cheapest quotes (col. 2). Rows 1-5 focus on birth-
place, with Milan as a baseline, depicting paired differences
with respect to Rome (row 1), Naples (row 2), Romania (row
3), Ghana (row 4), Laos (row 5). Positive means Milan is
cheaper. Row 6 depicts gender-based differences (F-M). Ver-
tical blue lines represent the median difference, while red
lines are the median difference between regular and control
quotes (zero). The 𝑥 axis is clipped between -500 and 500 €.
Both birthplace and gender can have a sizeble influence, the
former being more frequent, strong and systematic in one
direction.
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Figure 6: Consistency of trends for birthplace- and gender-
based discrimination on company website and aggregator.
Histogram of differences in c1/a quote provided on aggrega-
tor (blue) and on company website (orange) to different pro-
tected pairs. Rows are consistent with Figure 5. The 𝑥 axis is
clipped between -1000 and 1000 €. Key trends are stable, de-
spite the fact that datasets have been collected six months
apart.
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